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Low power consumption is important in edge artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) chips, where power supply is lim-

ited. Therefore, we propose a reconfigurable neural-

network accelerator (ReNA), an AI chip that can pro-

cess convolutional and fully connected layers with the

same structure by reconfiguring the circuit. We also

develop tools for preevaluation of performance when

a deep neural-network (DNN) model is implemented

on ReNA. From this, we establish an implementation

flow for DNN models on ReNA. Evaluating the per-

formance of VGG16, we achieve 1.30 TOPS/W.

I. Introduction

In artificial intelligence (AI) edge computing, it is im-
portant to process deep neural networks (DNNs) at low
power and low latency. Existing devices such as central
processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units
(GPUs) are used on the edge side, but AI chips are nearly
the only option for applications where power is extremely
limited [1]. Many AI chips designed as application-specific
integrated circuits for processing convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have been researched and developed in re-
cent years [2]. These AI chips are highly power efficient
because they are specifically designed for CNN structures.
Some CNN accelerators focus only on convolutional lay-
ers, because fully connected layers, which require many
parameters, are often not used in CNNs. However, a
fully connected layer is required for performing regression.
Therefore, CNN accelerators must also support fully con-
nected layers.
Further, chip design alone is insufficient for actually us-

ing edge AI chips. It is important to quickly implement
user models, so we need to construct a path from archi-
tectural exploration to implementation of CNN models.
In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable CNN accel-

erator with the following features:

� Our accelerator has a reconfigurable wiring structure.
By changing connections between neighboring pro-

cessing blocks, both convolution and fully connected
operations can be efficiently performed on unique
processing blocks.

� Many weights become zero due to edge pruning, al-
lowing low power consumption by calculating only
nonzero components in the fully connected layer.

� The numerical precision is 8-bit fixed-point opera-
tions, based on accurate estimates with a quantiza-
tion library [3, 4].

� Predictable processing speed and power when using
the simulator.

Low-power and low-latency CNN processing is thus real-
ized by adopting a processing structure that is optimal
for the inference model type. In addition, performance
evaluation tools support rapid model implementation.

II. Related works

Many AI chips for CNN are designed with a focus on the
convolutional layer, which incurs significant computation.
Eyeriss v1 [5] and Envison [6] are examples of AI chips
for the convolutional layer. These AI chips process DNNs
at high parallelism and low power by using data multiple
times in the circuit. However, when these AI chips pro-
cess fully connected layers, the transfer of huge weights
becomes a bottleneck that deteriorates processing speed.
ReNA transfers only nonzero weights to reduce weight
transfer times, speeding up the processing of all coupled
layers by transforming many weights to zero by pruning.
Eyeriss v2 [7] is an AI chip capable of accelerating both
the convolutional layer and the fully connected layer by
pruning for both. However, this pruning requires retrain-
ing, which incurs high costs in terms of equipment and
time. In contrast, pruning only the fully connected layer
can transform many weights to zero without retraining.
The peak throughputs of Eyeriss v2 and ReNA are 153.6
and 573.4 GOPS, respectively, showing that ReNA can
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Fig. 1. Implementation flowchart.

process DNNs faster without retraining. Specialized AI
chips for binary networks in which parameters are quan-
tized to 1 bit are also widely studied[8, 9, 10, 11]. How-
ever, these approaches require retraining as well. Also,
these AI chips refer only to the architecture, not to the
implementation, of a DNN model running on them. Run-
ning a DNN model on an AI chip requires establishing an
implementation flow, so in addition to the chip, we de-
veloped tools to support this implementation. Pyparch,
a dedicated DNN library, allows users to measure correct
accuracy when implementing a DNN model on ReNA. It
is possible to measure accuracy when pruning is applied,
thus ensuring accuracy. Dedicated simulators can esti-
mate the performance of various DNN models on ReNA in
advance, allowing users to quickly estimate performance
when implementing a DNN model on ReNA.

III. Proposed CNN accelerator

A. Overview

When implementing a DNN model on an AI chip, it is
necessary to verify whether the DNN model meets per-
formance requirements. Therefore, we developed tools
that allow preliminary evaluations of accuracy, process-
ing speed, and power consumption. Figure 1 shows a
flowchart of the process from architecture exploration of
CNN models to their implementation. First, we make a
CNN model using DNN frameworks. The DNN frame-
work used can be anything that can export CNN models
in the Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX) format.
Next, we quantize the CNN model and measure its accu-
racy after quantization using PyParch, a quantization li-
brary based on Pytorch that can accurately simulate post-
quantization accuracy. If the simulated accuracy meets a

Fig. 2. Overview of the CNN accelerator.

criterion, we then simulate latency and power using a ded-
icated simulator. If latency and accuracy too meet their
criteria, we proceed to implementation. By constructing
a path to implementation, we can quickly implement a
DNN model that satisfies requirements for accuracy and
latency.

B. ReNA architecture

B.1. Architecture overview

Figure 2 shows a block diagram for ReNA. ReNA has
three SRAM types, those for the input (MEMX), weight
(MEMW), and controller (MEMI). PB ARRAY is com-
posed of 64 × 64 processing blocks (PBs) with multiply–
accumulate (MAC) circuits. Each PB is connected only to
its top, bottom, left, and right neighbor PBs (Figure 3).
A torus network connects the upper PB to the lower PB,
and connections between PBs are reconfigurable by the
configuration register. The controller supports microcode
instructions and generates control signals for different pro-
cessing layers. The PB array size and memory size are
determined so that AlexNet [12] can be implemented.

B.2. Processing block

Figure 3 shows the PB circuit structure and PB con-
nections. The PB has two functions for activation data.
One function receives activations from the four connected
neighbor PBs, so the PB receives activations from its full
direction set. Using these lines, the PB gets new activa-
tions for each calculation, while supplying activations for
other PBs. This allows data sharing between PBs, reduc-
ing the amount of data transfer from SRAM. The direc-
tion of data reception can be dynamically reconfigured for
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Fig. 3. Processing block circuit.

each PB. This reconfiguration is performed layer-by-layer,
and connections are changed based on layer hyperparam-
eters.

The other function receives activations from SRAM
during calculations. The PB has two registers for stor-
ing activations, one storing activations from PB connec-
tions and the other storing activations from SRAM. The
select unit determines which register stores which activa-
tion. Thus, while one register supplies the MAC operator
with operation activations, the other can supply the next
activation from SRAM to the PB.

In addition, outputs can be transferred to SRAM along
with calculations. Calculated data are stored in an 8-bit
register after quantization to 8 bits and applying activa-
tion functions. This register operates independently of
other processes and can transfer data to SRAM during
calculations. Therefore, PB can independently perform
activation transfers from SRAM, the operation, and the
output transfer to SRAM, and so can always perform cal-
culations.

B.3. Data transfer

Figure 4 shows the connection between SRAM and PB
ARRAY. SRAMs (MEMX and MEMW) and PB ARRAY
are connected by a dedicated wire for each row. 8-bit in-
put data and weights are serially transferred to PB AR-
RAY in 2-bit units. The size of the PB array is 64 × 64,
and there are 64 PBs per column. The controller controls
which PB receives the data. For activation, PBs receive
data for each column. Each layer has a different way of
receiving weight data. Sections B.4 and B.5 describe the
specific method of transferring weights.

B.4. Convolutional layer

Processing in the convolutional layer is expressed as

(1)ucho,i,j =

chi−1∑

r=0

k−1∑

p=0

k−1∑

q=0

wr,cho,p,q × xr,i+p,j+q + bcho
,

Fig. 4. Connection between SRAM and PB ARRAY.

where chi is the number of channel inputs, cho is the chan-
nel output, i and j are x- and y-axes of the input feature
map, k is the filter size, w is the convolution coefficient,
u is the output feature map, and bcho is bias. In the
convolutional layer, one datum is used to calculate mul-
tiple outputs. Therefore, ReNA reduces data transfer by
sharing data with multiple PBs, allowing highly parallel
operations with limited bandwidth.

Figure 5 shows processing in the convolutional layer for
a 3×3 PB array. First, row activations for different chan-
nels are transferred to the PB array (Figure 5(a)). Note
that the PB connection forms a circle. Next, transfers
of weights and inputs between the PB and calculations
are performed (Figure 5(b)). The same weights are trans-
ferred to the same rows in the PB array. Thus, different
PBs can share the same weight and thereby reduce the
cost of transmission. Each PB performs MAC operations
using transferred weights and activations in the PB. At
the same time, PB activations are transferred to the con-
nected PBs. As Figure 5(c) shows, each PB is shifted
one by one after the process in Figure 5(b). This proce-
dure is repeated until the activation returns to the order
(Figure 5(a)). This allows activations to be reused in the
PB array for the length of the ring. This process is per-
formed multiple times if the filter size k is larger than 1 or
if the input channels are larger than the array size. After
the operation, outputs of one row of different channels are
generated (Figure 5(d)). This process is repeated until all
outputs have been computed. When the image size or the
number of input feature-map channels exceeds the array
size, the operation is split into multiple operations. Thus,
it can process a layer of any hyperparameter. When the
image size of the input feature map is smaller than the
array size, multiple lines of output can be simultaneously
computed. Therefore, ReNA can process input feature
maps of various sizes with high parallelism.
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Fig. 5. Example of convolutional layer processing.

Fig. 6. Example of fully connected layer processing.

B.5. Fully connected layer

Processing in a fully connected layer is represented as

(2)un =

m−1∑

i=0

wi,n × xi + bn,

where m is the number of input nodes, n is the number
of output nodes, x is the input data, w is the weight, b is
bias, and u is the output for each node. The bottleneck in
a fully connected layer is the transfer of enormous weights.
Therefore, ReNA reduces the transfer time of weights by
not transferring zeros. Note that many weights can be
converted to zero by pruning weights, greatly reducing
transfer times.
Figure 6 shows an example of data flow in a fully con-

nected layer (with m = n = 2). First, activations are
transferred in an arbitrary order. In the example, activa-
tions are transferred as shown in Figure 6(a). Next, the
weights are transferred. A fully connected layer’s weights
have 6-bit addresses and 2-bit valid bits in addition to the
weight value. The weight is transferred to the PBs speci-
fied by the address of each row in a single transfer. In the

Fig. 7. Example of PB connections in a fully connected layer.

worst case, weight transfers are repeated for the number
of rows of PBs performing the operation. As Figure 6(a)
shows, zero weights are not transferred, so in this example
weight transfers are cut in half. Next, ReNA transfers ac-
tivations between the PBs and performs calculations. The
PB connection connects the PB performing calculations
to a daisy chain (Figure 6(b)). Each PB performs MAC
operations using the transferred weight and PB activa-
tion. Activation in the PB is simultaneously transferred
to connected PBs. This procedure is repeated until the
activation returns to the first order (Figure 6(a)). Activa-
tion transfers from SRAM can thus be reduced, because
activations can be shared within PB arrays. If m and n
are less than the number of PBs, all operations can be
performed in a single transfer.

ReNA can minimize processing times for fully con-
nected layers by reconfiguring PB connections. Figure 7
shows PB connections for processing fully connected lay-
ers with different hyperparameters. In Figure 7(a) and
(b), the shortest daisy chain is constructed by changing
the PB connection, minimizing the number of calcula-
tions. If the PB connection in Figure 7(a) is used to
process all the layers in Figure 7(b), the processing time
worsens by about 1.5 times. Thus, the reconfigurable PB
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Fig. 8. ReNA layout capture.

connection is an important element for processing fully
connected layers.

C. Latency and power simulator

C.1. ReNA design

We performed layout design with a TSMC 22-nm process
standard cell. Figure 8 shows layout images for (a) a PB
cell and (b) the external layout. MEMX, MEMW, and
MEMI are each 524 KB. We used Synopsys PrimeTime
P-2019.03-SP3 with the standard delay format to measure
the delay of each component. The measurement results
indicated a maximum frequency of 350 MHz.

C.2. Simulator

As described in Section A, preliminary evaluations of pro-
cessing speed and power are important for selecting a
DNN model, so we developed a simulator to estimate pro-
cessing speed and power. This simulator estimates per-
formance by reading DNN model parameters and weights
from an ONNX file. Processing times can be estimated
from the obtained DNN model hyperparameters. Power
consumption is estimated from data acquired by a Syn-
opsys PrimePower P-2019.03-SP3. In the convolutional
layer, power is mostly consumed by the PB performing
calculations. Therefore, the simulator calculates the num-
ber of PBs in each layer and estimates power consump-
tion based on the acquired data. The simulator estimates
power consumption other than that by the PB as a con-
stant, because power consumption does not change nearly
as much as do the DNN model’s hyperparameters. As
in the convolutional layer, power in the fully connected
layer is mostly consumed by the PB that performs cal-
culations. Unlike the convolutional layer, however, the
number of PBs used for processing depends on the num-
ber of nonzero weights being transferred. The simulator
thus estimates the number of PBs for performing calcula-
tions from the frequency at which nonzero weight data are

TABLE I
Simulation results for processing speed and power.

Mesured
value

Simulated
value

Latency Conv 2.487 2.154
[ms] FC 12.265 12.265

Total 14.752
14.779

(+0.18%)

Power
Conv

(1st layer)
0.198

0.196
(-1.1%)

[W]
FC

(6th layer)
0.098

0.116
(+11.8%)

transferred to the PBs. The number of nonzero weights
is taken from the actual weight data. As in the convolu-
tional layer, power consumption other than that by the
PB is estimated as a constant. Table I shows estimated
results for processing speed and power consumption when
AlexNet is executed. The simulated and estimated results
for latency are nearly identical. Power consumption in the
convolutional layer, which accounts for most of the com-
putation volume, is nearly identical to the results, and
error in the fully connected layer is about 10%.

IV. Evaluation

A. Conditions

We evaluated ReNA processing speed and power con-
sumption when running VGG16 [13]. Processing speed
and power consumption were estimated using the simu-
lator described in Section C.2. To evaluate the perfor-
mance effects of weight pruning of fully connected layers,
we also evaluated VGG16 with 70% of the weights pruned
by a simple method in which all weights below a thresh-
old are set to zero. The accuracy of VGG16 without and
with pruning was 68.7% and 67.9%, respectively. Pruned
models were not retrained.

B. Results

We first evaluate the performance improvement by
pruning. As the figure shows, pruning improved frames
per second (FPS) and power efficiency by about 1.2 times
without retraining. Retraining incurs costs in terms of
time and equipment. Therefore, the ReNA method of
processing fully connected layers is useful, because it im-
proves performance without retraining.
We next compared the ReNA with other AI chips. In

terms of convolutional layer performance, power efficiency
is second only to Envision, which is a dedicated AI chip
for the convolutional layer. ReNA power efficiency out-
performed Eyeriss v2, although exact comparisons are not
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TABLE II
Latency and power estimates.

Eyeriss v1 Envision Eyeriss v2 This work
Process [nm] 65 28 65 22
Freq. [MHz] 200 200 200 350
Dataset ImageNet[14]

DNN model VGG16 Sparse AlexNet VGG16 VGG16 (70% pruning)
FPS Conv 0.69 1.7 342.4 8.9 8.9

Overall - - 278.7 6.1 7.4
Power Conv 236 26 461 185 185
[mW] Overall - - 419 166 175

Power efficiency Conv 0.09 2.02 - 1.49 1.49
[TOPS/W] Overall - - 0.96 1.13 1.30

possible due to differences in process and model. In addi-
tion, all layers must be pruned to maximize Eyeriss perfor-
mance, which requires costly retraining of the model. The
sparse AlexNet used in the Eyeriss evaluation is a model
with significant pruning of all layer weights. In contrast,
ReNA does not require relearning for the evaluation, thus
achieving high performance at low cost.

V. Conclusion

We proposed an AI chip, ReNA, that efficiently com-
putes both the convolutional layer and the fully connected
layer. We also proposed a tool for evaluating performance
of the DNN model on ReNA in advance. We evaluated
the performance of VGG16 without retraining using the
proposed tool and achieved 1.30 TOPS/W.
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